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Preface  
The aim of The Science of Poultry and Meat Processing book is to provide students 
and industry personnel with a comprehensive view of the modernized primary poultry 
meat industry and further processing of both red meat and poultry. An emphasis is 
placed on basic concepts as well as recent advancements such as automation (e.g. 
increasing poultry line speed from 3,000 to 13,000 birds per hour over the last 40 
years) and food safety (e.g. HACCP in primary and the further processing areas). The 
book also includes chapters explaining basic muscle biology, protein gelation, heat 
and mass transfer, microbiology, as well as meat colour and texture to help the reader 
understand the underlying scientific concepts of meat processing. The Science of 
Poultry and Meat Processing book is based on over two decades of university teaching 
experiences, and is designed to be used as a course textbook by students, as well as a 
resource for professionals working in the food industry. The book is available online, 
at no cost, to any interested learner. Using this format has also allowed me to include 
many colour pictures, illustrations and graphs to help the reader.
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The book is dedicated to my past and current students who have inspired me to 
learn more and conduct challenging research projects. I see this as an opportunity to 
give back to the field that I have received so much from as a student and as a faculty 
member. Looking back, I have learned a great deal from my MSc and PhD advisor, 
Dr. A. Maurer, who was the student of Dr. R. Baker - the father of poultry processing 
in North America. I would also like to thank Dr. H. Swatland with whom I worked for 
almost 20 years, for the many challenging scientific discussions.

Writing The Science of Poultry and Meat Processing book was a long process, which 
also included having all chapters peer reviewed. I appreciate the help of my colleagues, 
but I still take responsibility for any inaccuracy in the book. If you have comments or 
suggestions, I would appreciate hearing from you (sbarbut@uoguelph.ca), as I am 
planning to revise and update a few chapters on a yearly basis. 

I would like to thank the many people who have helped me during the writing process. 
To Deb Drake who entered all of the material for the book, to Mary Anne Smith who 
assisted in editing, and to ArtWorks Media for the design and desktop publishing 
of the book. I greatly appreciate the help of my colleagues who reviewed chapters 
and provided useful discussions. They include Mark B., Ori B., Sarge B., Gregoy 
B., Joseph C., Mike D., Hans G., Theo H., Melvin H., Myra H., Walter K., Roland 
K., Anneke L., Massimo M., Johan M., Erik P., Robert R., Uwe T., Rachel T., Jos 
V., Keith W., and Richard Z. I would also like to thank my family for their love and 
support during the entire process.
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 16
EVALUATING TEXTURE AND SENSORY 
ATTRIBUTES

16.1 Introduction

Texture evaluation of raw meat and fully prepared products is very important 
to the industry as it helps control product quality, design and optimize processes 
(e.g., deboning time), and select ingredients to achieve certain textural 
characteristics (e.g., breading on nuggets). Industry and academia use different 
tests to measure the properties of meat and meat products. In the industry tests 
such as shear, tension, and torsion can help optimize formulations and predict the 
sensory characteristics (e.g., hardness, chewiness) that will be perceived by the 
consumer. More rigorous sensory evaluations, on the other hand, are more time 
consuming and expensive to complete but provide more precise information 
and can also be used to evaluate flavour, aroma, and overall acceptability of the 
product. Numerous sensory evaluation procedures (e.g., triangle test, descriptive 
test) will be discussed in this chapter alongside examples of meat products. As 
in other parts of the book, automation and computer use to facilitate testing will 
be highlighted.   

The goal of this chapter is to review the major texture and sensory methods used 
to evaluate meat products. However, it is not within the scope of this chapter to 
cover all material published about such methods as an electronic literature search 
will yield over a thousand articles in which key words such as meat, texture, and 
sensory have been used. It is hoped that this chapter will improve the uniformity of 
methods used by industry and academia, which would increase study consistency 
and permit direct comparisons between results from different laboratories. In this 
chapter, an example of using the same test with different operating parameters 
will be used to illustrate the challenges in comparing currently published results.
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16.2 Texture Evaluations

16.2.1 General

Evaluating the textural parameters of a meat product is important in quality control 
operations and in optimizing ingredient use/processing conditions to consistently 
produce an acceptable product. A product that is either too tough or too soft (e.g., 
turkey/pig roast made from PSE meat) will be unacceptable to the consumer. 
Texture evaluations are done by several tests including shear, penetration, 
compression, tension (pulling) and torsion (Fig. 16.2.1.1). Another test, dynamic 
scanning rigidity monitoring, is more commonly used for research purposes and 
employs a very small non-destructive stress/strain during phase transitions. Such 
a test is often used to monitor meat gelation during cooking and to evaluate the 
interactions among different meat and non-meat components.

Figure 16.2.1.1  Common methods used for texture analysis such as shear, penetration, compression, 
tension and torsion. See text for details.
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16.2.2 Penetration and Shear Tests 
 
These types of tests are commonly used to evaluate the toughness of a whole 
muscle product or a gel made with various meat proteins. Shear tests use a blade/
knife to cut the sample, whereas penetration tests use a flat/round probe (Fig. 
16.2.2.1). The values obtained are usually correlated with sensory analysis (e.g., 
bite value). A tougher cut of meat will show a higher shear/penetration value. One 
of the most common tests in this area is the Warner Bratzler shear (WB), named 
after the person who developed it in 1949. The test employs a single blade to shear 
a core meat sample and provides values for peak force (i.e., the force required to 
shear the sample; Fig. 16.2.2.2), work (i.e., the area under the force x distance 
curve), and Young’s Modulus (i.e., the slope of the force deformation curve). 
Shear determination is usually evaluated on intact pieces or core samples large 
enough to ensure a representative sample. Bratzler (1949) indicated that sample 
size, location within the muscle, orientation of the fiber to the shearing blade, and 
presence or absence of connective tissue are all critical to ensure reliable results 
with the shear device. Another development, the Allo-Kramer shear device (AK), 
was introduced in the 1950s and has been adapted for meat texture. It is routinely 
used by researchers and quality control personnel and the same considerations 
regarding the size, muscle, fiber orientation, etc., have been noted for the AK as 
for the WB. The AK employs a cell consisting of 10 to 13 blades that is guided into 
a square box to shear a large sample. 
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Figure 16.2.1.1  Common methods used for texture analysis such as shear, penetration, 
compression, tension and torsion. 

 

 
 
 
Figure 16.2.2.1  Probes used for shear testing of food products.  Showing the Allo Kramer 

shear cell (left), Warner Bratzler shear blade (center), and a 9 mm shear blade.  
See text for further explanation.  Photo by S. Barbut. 
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Figure 16.2.2.2  Shear force curve showing force increases as the blade goes down into the 

sample.  When the blade cuts the sample there is a sharp decline in the force 
needed to drive the blade down.  The maximum force is expressed as the 
shear force value.  The work to shear is the area under the curve and is 
calculated as the force X distance.  The Young’s modulus is the linear part of 
the slope of the curve.  See text for further explanation.  

Figure 16.2.2.1  Probes used for shear testing of food products.  Showing the Allo
Kramer shear cell (first photo on the left), Warner Bratzler shear blade (on the
right), and a 9 mm shear blade (center). Second photo shows different probes

used for the penetration test. See text for further explanation.
Photos by S. Barbut.

Lyon and Lyon (1996) showed the effect of broiler breast meat deboning time 
on meat toughness by using the WB and AK shear methods and correlated the 
results with a sensory panel (Table 16.2.2.1). For the WB, 1.9 cm wide strips of 
intact, cooked meat were evaluated. For the AK, 20 g meat portions of diced, 1 cm2 
pieces were evaluated. The sensory characteristics were evaluated by an untrained 
panel via category scales and by a trained panel via descriptive analysis.
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Figure 16.2.2.2  Shear force curve showing force increases as the blade goes down into the sample.
When the blade cuts the sample there is a sharp decline in the force needed to drive the blade down.
The maximum force is expressed as the shear force value.  The work to shear is the area under the

curve and is calculated as the force X distance.  The Young’s modulus is the linear part of the
slope of the curve.  See text for further explanation.

Deboning time had a significant effect on the shear values for both the intact 
(WB) and diced (AK) samples (Table 16.2.2.1) and both shearing procedures 
were sensitive enough to discriminate between the three deboning times (as was 
also reported by other researchers). The sensory panel showed similar results and 
tenderness was highly correlated with both shear measurement methods. While 
juiciness was not significantly affected by deboning time, texture acceptability 
was and there was a high correlation between values obtained from both shear 
measurement methods. It is now accepted by the industry that WB values of ≤  4.5 
kg are considered good and are preferred for deboned chicken breast meat sold to 
the consumer.

More recently, the so called razor blade shear test was introduced (Cavitt et al, 
2005). Sample preparation is usually easier for this test as there is no need to cut 
strips from the raw or cooked product before the 9 mm blade is used to shear the 
sample. This test was found to yield similar texture results to both the Warner 
Bratzler and Allo Kramer shear tests.
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Table 16.2.2.1  Warner-Bratzler and Allo-Kramer shear values for intact and dices cooked (80°C) samples 
of broiler breasts deboned at three postmortem (PM) times and sensory values (category scale-untrained 

panel) of cooked diced chicken.  Adapted from Lyon and Lyon (1996).

Texture Sensory

Deboning time Warner-Bratzler1 
(intact)

Allo-Kramer2 
(20-g diced)

Juiciness3 Tenderness3 Acceptability4

(h PM) (kg) (kg/g)

2 9.5 + 3.9a 5.2 + 1.0a 3.5 + 1.3 2.5 + 1.3c 2.0 + 0.9c

6 4.7 + 1.6b 3.4 + 0.8b 3.4 + 1.2 3.8 + 1.2b 2.6 + 0.9b

24 3.2 + 0.9c 2.2 + 0.2c 3.5 + 1.3 5.1 + 0.8a 3.0 + 0.9a

Correlations (r values)

  With Warner-Bratzler 0.06 -0.90 -0.92

  With Allo-Kramer 0.00 -0.99 -0.93
a-c Values (× + SE) within a column with no common superscript differ significantly (P < 0.05).  For texture, 
mean values are averages of 66 observations (22 birds × 3 replications) for each deboning time.  For sensory, 22 
panelists × 3 replications
1 Bench Top Warner-Bratzler device was used to shear a 1.9 cm-wide intact strip
2 Multiple bladed Allo-Kramer attached to an Instron was used to shear 20 g of diced sample
3 Category scales: 1 = very dry, tough to 6 = very juicy, tender
4 Category scales: 1 = poor to 5 = excellent

Penetration tests are commonly used for restructured products, i.e., those made 
from small, ground or flaked pieces of meat, and some emulsified meat products 
(e.g., frankfurters; see Chapter 13). Usually, a small diameter probe descends into 
the product at a constant rate (Fig. 16.2.1.1). Different probes have been used, 
including flat, pointed, and rounded tips with different diameters. The resistance 
to puncture of the ground or comminuted product is determined while obtaining 
a force deformation curve and the results are usually used to compare relative 
toughness. This test is easy to perform and some companies use it on a routine 
basis as a rapid quality control test. The gelatin industry, for example, uses the 
test to standardize gelatin strength (cold 3-8% gelatin samples), also known as 
the “bloom” test/value. This test can also be useful in monitoring changes to 
meat batters during cooking as the texture changes from pasty to stiff. Results 
obtained for a poultry meat batter prepared with either salt (2.5%) or low salt 
(1.5%) and phosphate (0.42%) are presented in Table 16.2.2.2. Using a 9 mm 
diameter flat tip probe, the raw meat batter showed low penetration values that 
could not be determined by a shear test because of the flow characteristics of 
the sample. Change from a viscous to an elastic sample was visible around 50 
to 55°C, the point where myofibrillar proteins start to gel (see Chapter 13). The 
effect of lowering the NaCl level and using tripolyphosphates can also be seen; 
textural changes were similar up to 55°C, but later increased at a slower rate when 
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phosphates were present. The amount of extractable protein (Table 16.2.2.2) was 
used to evaluate the quantity of proteins used to build the gel. As temperature 
increased, the protein concentration decreased at about the same rate in both the 
2.5 and 1.5% salt treatments. However, differences in penetration force values 
suggest that the extent of protein-protein interactions differed between the high 
and low salt treatments. The changes were also monitored by microscopy. The 
micrographs in Figure 16.2.2.3 show a progressive change in the low salt (1.5% 
NaCl + 0.42% tri poly phosphate) meat batter’s microstructure during cooking 
(20 to 70°C). As has been previously reported, it is interesting to note that, even 
at room temperature, the batter showed an organized gel structure. At 40°C, the 
protein strands became thicker while pore size stayed the same. A further increase 
to 55°C resulted in both a further thickening of the protein strands and an increase 
in the number of connections between them. Some thin protein strands were also 
visible among the thick strands. Overall, these changes corresponded to the large 
increase in gel strength observed at this temperature and reported in Table 16.2.2.2. 
Heating to 70°C resulted in a denser protein matrix with the formation of more 
protein strands concurrent with a reduction in pore size. Wang and Smith (1992) 
also observed a salt-soluble protein solution (30 mg/mL, at pH 6.5) heated to 
55°C formed protein aggregates composed of globular structures connected by 
strands. When the temperature was increased to 65°C, the strands thickened (125 
vs. 300 nm; observed by scanning electron microscopy). Additional heating to 
80°C caused a reduction in strand thickness, but the structure remained ordered. 
As the authors only monitored microstructure starting at 55°C, a comparison of the 
structure at a pre-denaturation temperature (20°C) was not possible.

Table 16.2.2.2  Effect of salts and heating temperature on gel strength, measured by a penetration probe, 
and amount of extractable protein.  From Barbut et al. (1996).

Treatment 
temperature (°C)

Penetration (N) Extractable proteins (mg/mL)

2.5% NaCl 1.5% NaCl + 0.42% TPPa 2.5% NaCl 1.5% NaCl + 0.42% TPPa

20 30.8f 25.3f 1.62ab 1.72a

40 43.3ef 40.1ef 1.58b 1.60b

50 60.0e 60.5e 1.38c 1.50b

55 189.0d 194.1d 1.18de 1.21d

60 356.6b 287.5c 1.07e 1.08e

70 475.8a 373.3b 0.37f 0.40f

a Both the 2.5% NaCl and 1.5% NaCl + 0.42% phosphate treatments were formulated with the same ionic 
strength (IS = 0.42).
b-f Means followed by the same superscript letter, within each test category, are not significantly different at 95% 
level.
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Figure 16.2.2.3       Resaved  There are two of the same here Need to choose 6-29-15  

 

 Figure 16.2.2.3  Scanning electron microscopy of meat batters containing low
salt level of 1.5% NaCl + 0.42% tri poly phosphate, heated to (2A,B) 20°C;
(C,D) 40°C; (E,F) 55°C; and (G,H) 70°C. Micrographs on the left are at low

magnification (bar = 15 μm), on the right at higher magnification (bar =
3 μm).  F = fat globules surrounded by a honeycomb protein matrix.

From Barbut et al. (1996).  With permission.
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16.2.3 Texture Profile Analyses (TPA) and Other Compression Tests 

TPA test is one of the most popular test methods for a variety of food products 
(e.g., meat, baked goods, dairy, and hydrocolloid gels) and was developed by a 
group of scientists at General Foods in the early 1960s. It is based on a two-cycle 
compression where a cylindrical sample is compressed twice to a predetermined 
deformation point (Bourne, 1978). The General Foods group established some 
parameters that correlate well with sensory data (Fig. 16.2.3.1). A test setup 
is shown in Figure 16.2.3.2. Over the years different test parameters have been 
introduced, which makes it difficult to compare results from different laboratories. 
Mittal et al. (1992) reviewed the test parameters used to evaluate meat samples.

 

F
o
r
c
e 

D i s t a n c e     /       T i m e  

Hardness I 

Elasticity 

Hardness II 

A 1 
A 2 

Facturability 

Figure 16.2.3.1  Parameters, derived from a two-cycle compression cycle, used to describe sensory 
attributes.  Cohesiveness = A2 /A1.  Gumminess = Hardness I x Cohesiveness.

Chewiness = Gumminess x Springiness.  Based on Bourne (1978).

The authors showed variations in specimen length or height (L) from 10 to 20 
mm, diameter (D) from 13 to 73 mm, and D/L ratio from 1 to 4. Additionally, the 
compression ratio varied from 50 to 85% and compression speed from 5 to 200 
mm/min. The effects of varying D/L, speed, and compression rate on beef wieners 
(55.9% water, 28.5% fat, 12.6% protein, and 2.9% ash) are shown in Table 
16.2.3.1. A decrease in D/L resulted in a decrease of hardness 1(H1), hardness 2 
(H2), cohesiveness, and gumminess, and an increase in springiness and chewiness. 
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Increasing the compression rate resulted in decreasing springiness, cohesiveness, 
gumminess, and chewiness. According to Peleg (1977), at the same deformation 
rate, a shorter specimen is actually deformed at a higher strain rate and, therefore, 
should exhibit higher stress than a longer specimen under the same strain. Thus, 
TPA parameters are comparable when the tests are performed by a standard 
procedure. The values reported in Table 16.2.3.1 as well as the values obtained for 
a ground salami meat product and a whole muscle corned beef product resulted 
in recommending the following test parameters: D/L = 1.5, compression ratio = 
75%, and compression rate = 1-2 cm/min. Employing these standard conditions 
will allow direct comparison of data from different laboratories/institutions and 
reduce confusion and mistakes that result from choosing inappropriate parameters. 
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Figure 16.2.3.2  Showing the setup for the double compression Texture Profile Analysis (TPA) 
test.  Photo by S. Barbut. 

 
 
Figure 16.2.5.1  Showing the tension test.  Commonly used to measure the integrity of sliced 

meat (e.g., effect of connective tissue, non-meat additives). Photo by S. 
Barbut. 

 

Figure 16.2.3.2  Showing the setup for the double compression
Texture Profile Analysis (TPA) test.  Photo by S. Barbut.
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Single axial compression between two flat plates is a simpler test. The test can be 
done to failure, where the sample is compressed until it totally breaks or shatters, 
or to a pre-fracture point where the deformation is measured. Two products that 
exhibit the two extremes are hard candy and a marshmallow. When force is applied 
to hard candy, the sample deforms very little but at a certain point it will shatter. A 
marshmallow, on the other hand, is quickly deformed when force is applied, but 
can easily recover (i.e., the sample is highly elastic). Meat samples fall in between 
these two extremes, as they possess moderate elasticity. A single compression test 
can also be used to measure the fracture force of a food product (hard candy, meat 
loaf, Jell-O), which can help formulate the product with various ingredients. 

Table 16.2.3.1  Duncan’s test results for different Texture Profile Analysis parameters of wieners.  
Adapted from Mittal et al. (1992).

Mean values

H1 (N/cm2) H2 (N/cm2) E (m/cm2) COH GUM (N/cm2) CHEW (J/cm4)

D/L
2.0
1.5
1.0

30.11a

27.39b

24.14c

23.47a

20.40b

14.52c

0.024c

0.047b

0.084a

0.405a

0.388a

0.338b

11.76a

10.25b

  7.69c

0.33c

0.56b

0.77a

Speed (cm/min)
2.0
1.0
0.5

29.51a

26.81b

25.32c

20.64a

20.16a

17.59b

0.053a

0.052a

0.051a

0.369a

0.369a

0.366a

10.41a

10.27a

  9.02b

0.58a

0.57a

0.50a

Compression (%)
25
50
75

22.72c

34.41a

24.50b

20.52a

18.51b

19.36ab

0.070a

0.055b

0.031c

0.686a

0.299b

0.147c

15.58a

10.54b
3.59c

1.05a

0.50b

0.11c

Correlation coefficients

D/L 0.38** 0.63** -0.78** 0.11 0.29** -0.37**

Speed 0.27 0.19 0.02 -0.01 0.09 0.06

Comp. 0.11 -0.08 -0.52** -0.92** -0.85** -0.78**

D/L = diameter to length ration; ** = p < 0.0001; H1 = harness-1; H2 = hardness-2; E = springiness; COH = 
cohesiveness; GUM = gumminess; CHEW = chewiness. 
a-c Data with the same superscript letter in a column, within a category, are not significantly different at p > 0.05 
level.
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16.2.4 Torsion Tests 
 
While not currently as popular in meat testing, torsion tests do have the advantage 
of allowing the calculation of true shear strain and stress values from the force 
required to break a dumbbell shaped sample (Fig. 16.2.1.1) through twisting. 
The controlled rotation can be done with a viscometer after the sample ends have 
been glued to plastic disks. Volume changes are minimized and squeezing out of 
water and fat prior to the breakpoint (typically occurring in a compression test) are 
avoided. The test has revealed differences in meat protein functionality (Hamann, 
1988) in the ability of salt soluble proteins to form heat-induced cohesive gels 
under different protein concentrations, different thermal processing conditions, 
and in the presence of non-meat additives. It was shown that shear stress relates to 
sensory hardness and shear strain to sensory cohesiveness. The authors reported 
that it was more difficult to modify sensory cohesiveness by addition of non-meat 
ingredients than it was to modify sensory hardness of meat gels. Montejano et al. 
(1985), compared torsion and TPA results with sensory results for eight protein 
gels made from low-fat beef, pork, turkey and egg whites. Shear strains at rupture 
ranged from 1.2 to 2.8 N/m2. TPA cohesiveness correlated strongly with six of 
the sensory notes: springiness, hardness, cohesiveness, denseness, chewiness, 
gel persistence. Furthermore, these two instrumental parameters (shear strain 
and stress) correlated strongly with each other (R = 0.83), as did the six sensory 
notes. Stress and TPA hardness were also strongly correlated (R = 0.94) but did 
not correlate as strongly with the sensory notes as did the parameters based on 
deformation to failure. Overall, the torsion test has the potential to obtain some 
fundamental data about gel structure without strongly deforming the structure. 
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16.2.5 Tension/Extension Tests 

Tension/extension tests are commonly used to evaluate the binding strength of 
meat slices (e.g., deli meat slices) as well as gelled protein systems. The test is 
performed by pulling the sample apart (Fig. 16.2.5.1).
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Figure 16.2.6.1  Modulus of rigidity profiles of poultry meat batters containing 2.5% NaCl 
(left) and 1.5% NaCl (right) stored at 1 C for various times prior to cooking.  
Green line = 0 days; red line = 1 day; blue line = 4 days.  Redrawn from 
Barbut and Mittal (1991).   
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Figure 16.2.6.2  Two of the most common configurations for rheological testing.  On the left 

Figure 16.2.5.1  Showing the tension test. Commonly used to
measure the integrity of sliced meat (e.g., effect of connective

tissue, non-meat additives). Photo by S. Barbut.

In such a test, muscle fiber orientation is very important since muscle fibers 
pulled 90° to their longitudinal axis will require a lower pulling force than fibers 
pulled along their longitudinal axis. To illustrate what can be expected, the results 
of a small scale trial of commercial whole muscle, turkey breast meat products 
showing good slice integrity (i.e., not falling apart during cutting) and poor slice 
integrity (i.e., often falling apart during slicing and breaking when folded 120°) 
are discussed. First, the cooked product was sliced into 3 mm thick pieces and 
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later 20 x 150 mm strips were prepared. The average pulling force for the good 
binding products was 3.0 Newtons while the poor binding slices had a value of 1.4 
Newtons. A microscopic evaluation of the weak slices revealed poor connective 
tissue structure among muscle fibers in certain areas.

16.2.6 Scanning Rigidity Monitoring 

The previously described tests are considered destructive because a new sample is 
required each time. Conversely, scanning rigidity monitoring is a non-destructive 
test that is used to continuously monitor a process such as meat protein gelation 
during heating. The equipment is designed to operate at very low strain or stress. 
Measurement from a continuous scanning rigidity example are provided in Figure 
16.2.6.1, where the changes in rigidity provide information on the changes taking 
place during the structure building phase of gelation in samples with different 
levels of salt and phosphate. The changes are related to protein unfolding, protein-
protein interactions, and interactions with other non-meat components. Overall, 
the test provides basic information on transition temperatures, protein interactions, 
etc. However, several studies have shown that the results do not correlate well with 
sensory texture or rupture strength. Nevertheless, the information is very valuable 
for optimizing processing conditions, ingredient substitution, and studying the 
effects of factors such as salt concentration and pH (Hamann, 1988). 

One of the first laboratory devices used was a glass microscope coverslip that 
was moved up and down a short distance at an extremely slow rate in a protein 
solution while it was heated. The resistance to movement was recorded and plotted 
against temperature (see figure by Yasui et al. 1980 in Chapter 13) and showed 
the effects of heating different concentrations of actin and myosin. The data 
revealed gelation temperatures, the effect of the myosin:actin ratio on gel structure 
formation, and the magnitude of the protein-protein interactions. Today, more 
sophisticated stress/strain rheometers are available where operation is controlled 
by high speed computers that provide precise movement and temperature control 
and facilitate calculations. The two most common types of measuring probes are 
the parallel plates configuration and the bob and cup (Fig. 16.2.6.2). If the meat 
batter is slippery, serrated plates can also be used. As an example, results obtained 
by a commercial rheometer that show the effect of phosphate addition to low salt 
(slippery) poultry meat batter are shown in Fig. 16.2.6.1.
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Figure 16.2.6.1  Modulus of rigidity profiles of poultry meat batters containing 2.5% NaCl (left) and 1.5% 
NaCl (right) stored at 1 C for various times prior to cooking.  Green line = 0 days; red line = 1 day; blue 

line = 4 days.  Redrawn from Barbut and Mittal (1991).
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showing parallel plates (note:  there is also a serrated plate that can be used 
when a slippery meat batter is evaluated).  On the right is a bob and cup 
configuration.  See text for more details.  Photo by S. Barbut. 

 

 
 
Figure 16.4.1.1  Presentation of samples of food samples (e.g., cooked chicken breast fillet) 

under red light (to mask any potential color differences) presented to a taste 
panel.  A tablet computer is used to show the question and automatically 
process the data collected from the panel.  Courtesy of Compusense.   

 

 
 
Figure 16.4.1.2  A questionnaire consisting of unstructured line scales (see additional 

description in text) presented to the panel for the evaluation of the food 
samples presented in the previous figure.  Courtesy of Compusense. 

 

Figure 16.2.6.2  Two of the most common configurations for rheological testing.  On the left
showing parallel plates (note:  there is also a serrated plate that can be used when a slippery

meat batter is evaluated).  On the right is a bob and cup configuration.
See text for more details. Photo by S. Barbut.
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16.3 Flavour of Meat

Flavour is one of the most important factors in determining the acceptability of 
food. A significant amount of meat flavour develops during cooking via complex 
reactions between natural compounds present in raw meat (Aliani and Farmer, 
2005; Calkins and Hodgen, 2007). This is evidenced by the aroma that cooked 
meat, which is completely different than that of raw meat. Many of the compounds 
produced during cooking (a few hundreds) have relatively high odour thresholds 
and present little contribution to the overall aroma and flavour. New developments 
in analytical equipment (e.g., gas chromatography – mass spectrometry) have 
allowed scientists to more precisely identify major compounds of importance and 
the lower concentration compounds with which they interact. Overall, flavour 
is a combination of taste and smell, which are perceived by the taste buds and 
olfactory receptors in the nose, respectively (Farmer, 1999). Flavour and taste 
perception mechanisms are complex and are still not fully understood. It is known, 
however, that they are affected by numerous factors such as the quantity and ratio 
of different flavour compounds, fat content, and temperature. Taste is perceived by 
sensors on the tongue that are capable of detecting four major tastes: salty, sweet, 
sour/acid, and bitter. Other sensations such as “umami” (a Japanese term meaning 
deliciousness), astringency, metallic, and pain (“hot” and “cold”) are also known. 
A number of textbooks and reviews have been written on the subject of meat 
flavour (Calkins and Hodgen, 2007). The following discussion highlights some 
of the major findings in the area of chemical contribution to the taste and smell 
sensation as well as the effect of certain processing practices on meat flavour and 
aroma. 

Cooking meat generates hundreds of volatile compounds; e.g., Farmer (1999) 
indicated about 500 in chicken meat. The precursors may include amino 
acids, reducing and phosphorylated sugars, lipids, and thiamine. Most volatile 
compounds are present in concentrations below their taste threshold, which 
suggests that synergistic effects are important in taste perception. 

To identify the contribution of different volatile compounds, researchers use 
diluted aroma extracts that are obtained by gas chromatography and a subjective 
human odour assessment. Diluted compounds that can be detected by humans are 
considered important. In this way, the thresholds of many individual compounds 
have been established and evaluated. Discrepancies in the reported compounds 
of importance underline the complexity of sensory perception and the effect 
of different methods used for extraction, sample preparation, and assessment. 
To evaluate the effect of some of the major compounds one can also remove 
them from the food entirely or supplement the food with more of an individual 
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compound. These approaches have been employed by Fujimura et al. (1996) and 
Aliani and Farmer (2005), and are discussed below. 

Fujimura et al. (1996) analyzed water soluble compounds in a cooked chicken 
extract and later combined some of the amino acids, ATP metabolites, and 
inorganic ions to try and simulate the sensory properties of the extract. The major 
compounds were glutamic acid, inosine monophosphate, and potassium ions. 
The glutamic acid and inosine monophosphate conferred “umami” and salty 
tastes, while the inosine also produced some sweetness. The potassium ions were 
responsible for salty, bitter and some sweet sensations. During cooking, a change 
in the concentration of reducing sugars, free amino acids, and nucleotides was 
observed. These changes affect the taste and aroma of the poultry meat, as many of 
the substances are precursors for chemical reactions that are responsible for odour 
formation during cooking, roasting or frying. 

Aliani and Farmer (2005) assessed volatile odour compounds by gas 
chromatography – odour assessment and gas chromatography – mass spectrometry 
to examine the contribution of the following potential flavour precursors: thiamine, 
inosine 5’-monophosphate, ribose, ribose-5-phosphate, glucose, and glucose-
6-phosphate at elevated concentrations (2-4 fold). They indicated that ribose 
appeared to be most important in increasing an aroma described as “roasted” 
and “chicken”. They also mentioned that the change in odour was probably also 
caused by elevated concentrations of compounds such as 2-furanmethanethiol, 
2-methyl-3 furanthiol, and 3-methylthiopropanol.

In her 1999 review, Farmer produced a summary list of the most important 
compounds in cooked poultry meat and later Calkins and Hodgen (2007) 
produced a table concerning flavours in beef. Key compounds for poultry are 
shown in Table 16.3.1 and are grouped into furanthiols and disulfides, sulphur 
containing compounds, aldehydes, ketones and lactones, heterocyclic compounds 
(containing sulphur, oxygen, nitrogen), and others. Individually, these compounds 
can be responsible for one major aroma note such as meaty, mushroomy, fruity, 
sulphurous, or toasted, but together they combine to provide the typical aroma of 
a cooked chicken. The important compounds for cooked chicken aroma differ 
from those for cooked beef in that 2-methyl-3-furyl disulphide, methional, and 
phenylacetaldehyde are less important and certain lipid oxidation byproducts 
such as trans-2,4-decadienal and trans-undecenal are more important (Gasser and 
Grosch, 1990). Gasser and Grosch suggested that this difference may be related 
to the higher concentrations of linoleic acid in chicken than beef. It should also be 
mentioned that cooking methods have a strong effect on flavour and aroma (e.g., 
fried meat has a different aroma than boiled).
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Table 16.3.1  List of some of the major compounds contributing to odour of cooked poultry meat.  
Adapted from Farmer (1999).

Compound Odour Character Compound Odour Character

Furanthiols and Disulfides 2-undecenal Tallowy, sweet

Bis (2-methyl-3-furyl) disulphide Meaty, roasted γ-decalactone Peach-like

2-methyl-3-furanthiol Meaty, sweet γ-dodecalactone Tallowy, fruity

2,5-dimethyl-3-furanthiol Meaty Other Heterocyclic 
Compounds

2-furanmethanethiol Roasty 2-formyl-5-methyl thiophene Sulphurous

2-methyl-3-(methylthio) furan Meaty, sweet Trimethylthiazole Earthy

2-methyl-3-(ethylthio) furan Meaty 2-acetyl-2-thiazoline Roasty

2-methyl-3-methyldithiofuran Meaty, sweet 2,5(6)-dimethyl-pyrazine Coffee, roasted

Sulphur Containing 2,3-dimethyl-pyrazine Meaty, roasted

3-mercapto-2-pentanone Sulfurous 2-ethyl-3,5-dimethyl-
pyrazine

Roasty

Dimethyltrisulfide Gassy, metallic 3,5(2)-diethyl-2(6)-methyl-
pyrazine

Sweet, roasted

Hydrogen sulfide Sulfurous, eggy 2-acetyl-pyrroline Popcorn

Methional Cooked potatoes Other

Aldehydes, Ketones and 
Lactones

2,3-butanedione Caramel

1-octen-3-one Mushrooms β-ionone Violets

trans-2-nonenal Tallowy, fatty 14-methyl-pentadecanal Fatty, tallowy, 
train-oil

Nonanal Tallowy, green 14-methyl-hexadecanal Fatty, tallowy, 
orange-like

trans, trans-2,4-nonadienal Fatty 15-methyl-hexadecanal Fatty, tallowy

Decanal Green, aldehyde 4-methylphenol Phenolic

trans, trans-2,4-decadienal
(& an isomer)

Fatty, tallowy

The chemical reactions important for flavour and aroma production can be 
categorized into three main groups: (a) Maillard reactions, (b) lipid oxidation, and 
(c) degradation of thiamine (vitamin B1).  
 
a.  Maillard reactions are a fairly complex sequence of chemical reactions in 
which one or more amino acids react with reducing sugar(s). Different pathways 
yield a variety of products; some are responsible for flavour and some for surface 
browning. These reactions can result in over a hundred volatile products. All of the 
first 19 compounds listed in Table 16.3.1 can be formed by the Maillard reaction. 
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For example, hydrogen sulphide is produced by a reaction between the amino 
acid cysteine and dicarbonyl as part of the Strecker degradation reaction, which 
is part of the overall Maillard reaction. This specific reaction contributes to the 
overall aroma and also produces a key sulphur-containing intermediate for other 
reactions. A comprehensive review of the nine most common classes of aromatic 
compounds that result from the Maillard reaction was written by Manley and 
Choudhury (1999).

b.  Lipid oxidation contributes to desirable flavours and aroma, but can also 
cause potential problems with rancidity development. Cooking results in thermal 
oxidation, which is responsible for generating flavour notes. However, oxidation 
occurring at ambient temperature, usually by endogenous enzymes, can result 
in the production of negative flavour and aroma notes, described as rancid or 
cardboard-like. The information in Table 16.3.1 shows ten compounds that result 
from thermal oxidation (under the Aldehydes, Ketones, and Lactones subheading). 
They include 1-Octen-3-one, trans-2-nonenal, trans trans-2,4-nonadienal, and 
trans trans-2,4-decadienal. All are from thermal oxidation of n-6 fatty acids and 
all are believed to contribute positive flavour notes to cooked chicken. The most 
reactive lipids are the polyunsaturated fats, followed by monounsaturated and 
saturated lipids. Some are also known to contribute to the unpleasant odour of 
reheated cooked poultry described as the warmed-over-flavour (WOF). Diet can 
affect fatty acid composition in the muscle and later influence the flavour of the 
meat as will be discussed below.

c.  Thiamine degradation can produce different sulphur and nitrogen containing 
end products that result from the breakdown of the vitamin’s bicyclic structure. 
Some of the compounds have a potent aroma such as the 2-methyl-3-furanthiol, 
which is responsible for a “meaty” aroma and flavour in chicken/red meat 
(Gasser and Grosch, 1990; Calkins and Hodgen, 2007). The compound can be 
formed by thiamine degradation or by a reaction between cysteine and ribose. 
2-furanmethanethiol can also be formed by thiamine degradation, and provides a 
“roasted” aroma in meat.

As indicated above, the overall flavour and aroma of meat is influenced by the 
concentration of various precursors, temperature, pH, and the presence of salt 
and other chemicals in the food. The lack of some precursors can be a limiting 
factor in aroma development and may explain the bland flavour of some meats. 
Temperature is a key factor that can be controlled by the processor/consumer. It 
affects both the extent of the Maillard reaction and the oxidation of fatty acids. 
Salama (1993) compared conventional oven cooking and microwave heating and 
found that conventional heating provides preferable flavour for leg and breast meat. 
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This may be explained by the fact that microwave heating is rapid (fast changing 
of water molecule polarity throughout the product), which does not allow enough 
time for odour and flavour development. The author also showed that Maillard 
browning reactions were substantially reduced due to the absence of hot air 
circulating around the product for a sufficient amount of time. Adding phosphate 
or sodium chloride, prior to cooking, was reported to increase flavour rating under 
both conventional and microwave heating. Ang and Liu (1996) demonstrated that 
the amounts of volatiles produced increases as cooking temperature is raised from 
60° to 80°C. Higher temperatures can increase the rate of the chemical reactions 
as well as the release of free amino acids and other precursors. Quantities of lipid 
oxidation byproducts, namely nonanal and heptanone, increased as temperature 
was raised from 60° to 70°C and later plateaued. On the other hand, the amounts 
of 2-, 3-butanedione and dimethyl disulphide increased at an almost constant rate 
between 60° and 80°C. 

Overall, the characteristic flavour of poultry/red meat is derived from the presence 
and concentration of various water soluble and volatile aroma compounds. The 
concentrations and interactions between these compounds can be affected by 
various factors related to the animal such as the breed/genetic stock, sex, age, and 
diet, as well as by processing factors such as evisceration time, chilling rate, storage 
and cooking method (see reviews by Land and Hobson-Frohock, 1977; Farmer, 
1999; Calkins and Hodgen, 2007). As agreed upon by most researchers, the age 
of the animal is one of the most important factors. Other factors such as genotype 
and weight are considered extremely important by some but not by others. Land 
and Hobson-Frohock (1977) indicated that there is little evidence of statistical 
significance between different breeds of chicken (e.g., New Hampshire crosses, 
Barred Plymouth Rock) when compared at a similar age. This is an important 
observation since comparisons within a single breed at different ages have shown 
significant differences. Farmer (1999) summarized data related to genotype, where 
four studies reported that slower growing breeds provided meat with more flavour, 
but three other reports showed no significant difference.  
  
The effect of age can be attributed to physiological changes that occur during the 
growing period. As animals/birds reach maturity, there are changes in the amount 
of fat, protein, and subsequent concentrations of flavour compounds/precursors. 
An example is the slow growing Label-Rouge free-range chickens that are 
popular in France. It was shown that flavour intensity in male chickens increased 
up to 14 weeks, which corresponds with sexual maturity (Touraille et al., 1981). 
The authors suggested that lipid composition may be the determining factor since 
they did not find correlations with muscle pH, moisture content, or lipid content. 
The sex of the bird has been reported by some to affect the flavour, with males 
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tending to have a stronger flavour (Land and Hobson-Frohock, 1977). Others have 
indicated that there are no flavour differences between sexes until broilers reach 
sexual maturity (Touraille et al., 1981).  
 
Diet may affect flavour, but Land and Hobson-Frohock (1977) suggested that 
large dietary changes are required to produce a small change in flavour. However, 
a small amount of feed, such as oxidized fish oil, can induce a fishy aroma in meat 
(and eggs). Various studies have evaluated the effect of feed ingredients/additives 
on flavour, mainly to ensure no deleterious effects. Supplemental vitamin E, for 
example, has been shown to enhance the shelf life of stored poultry/red meat by, 
retarding lipid oxidation and off-flavour formation during prolonged fresh/frozen 
storage (Sheldon et al., 1997). 

Growing conditions (e.g., indoor barn, outside pasture), stocking density, 
environmental conditions, and husbandry methods can affect meat flavour 
(Land and Hobson-Frohock, 1977; Farmer et al., 1997; Calkins and Hodgen, 
2007), but these variables have little effect in poultry, for example, once the age 
of the bird is accounted for. A series of studies on Label Rouge broilers (i.e., 
slow growing chickens with exposure to the outside environment, low stocking 
densities, and high cereal diets) indicated that birds raised for a minimum of 12 
weeks had a more intense odour and flavour than birds raised inside a barn and 
fed conventional pelleted diet. However, it was suggested that the older marketing 
age of the Label Rouge birds was responsible for this improvement in flavour 
(Touraille et al., 1981). A British study of the French Label Rouge system that 
examined genotype, age, diet, and stocking densities also found age to be the most 
important factor with the older broilers having more intense flavour (Farmer et al., 
1997). Stocking density and diet showed few effects on sensory attributes, but a 
significant difference between genotypes was detected (e.g., higher overall odour 
intensity for the Ross than the ISA 657 broiler line). Overall, the authors indicated 
that their study supports the idea that the improved flavour of the free-range Label 
chickens is mainly due to their older age. 
 

16.4 Sensory Analysis 

16.4.1 General
 
Sensory analysis is used to study the effects of different ingredients (e.g., dark, 
light meat, salt, starch), processing parameters (e.g., deboning time), preparation 
techniques (e.g., frying), and their interactions on the way the consumer perceives 
the product. The evaluation can include different parameters based on our senses 
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of taste (salty, sweet, sour, and bitter), smell, touch (e.g., texture, mouth feel, 
moisture level), sight (colour, shape) and hearing (e.g., crunchy). The field of 
sensory analysis has matured over the years to become a recognized discipline in 
food science. Specially trained sensory professionals work in areas such as quality 
control, product development, texture and flavour research, and ingredient and 
process modification.  From an industry point of view, a good sensory evaluation 
team can help ensure successful products with desirable sensory attributes reach 
the market (Lawless and Heymann, 2010).
 
Overall sensory analysis comprises a set of techniques that measure human 
responses to a particular food or a consumer product. Sensory evaluation has been 
defined as “a scientific method used to evoke, measure, analyze and interpret 
those responses to products, as perceived through the senses of taste, touch, smell, 
sight and hearing” (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). The term “to evoke” indicates 
that a given set of guidelines is used in preparing and serving the samples under 
controlled conditions so that bias is minimized. For this purpose, individual testing 
booths are used, samples are labeled with blinding codes (pictures provided later 
in the chapter), products are presented in a different order to each participant, 
and food is served at a specific temperature and volume. The term “to measure” 
indicates that sensory evaluation is quantitative science in which numerical data 
are collected to establish legitimate and specific relationships between product 
characteristics and human perception. The term “to analyze” indicates that proper 
evaluation is critical, although data generated from human observers are often 
highly variable. There can be many sources of variation that cannot be completely 
controlled during the test (e.g., previous food eaten, physiological sensitivity to 
sensory stimulation, mood, past history, and familiarity with similar products). 
Therefore, some screening should take place to eliminate participants with taste 
and colour vision insensitivity (Nute, 1999).
  
The next step is the interpretation of the results. As with other experiments, the 
data and statistical information are only useful when interpreted in the context of 
hypotheses, background information, and relevance for future actions. Conclusions 
involve consideration of the method, the limitations of the experiment, the 
background, and the study’s framework. A sensory scientist who is preparing for 
a career in this area must, therefore, be trained in all four areas mentioned above. 
The scientist must understand the product, the people, and statistical analyses, and 
be able to interpret the data within the context of the research objectives (Lawless 
and Heymann, 2010).   
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Sensory tests can be generally divided into: 

a.  Descriptive analysis – investigates how products differ in specific 
sensory characteristics

b.  Difference testing – investigates if products are perceptibly different in 
any way

c.  Affective testing – investigates how well products are liked and which 
are preferred

The three categories are described below. In most cases, meat/poultry product 
references are provided for further reading. Detailed information on sensory 
analyses can be found in books devoted to the subject such as Lawless and 
Heymann (2010) and the AMSA (2015).

Figure 16.4.1.1  Presentation of samples of food samples (e.g., cooked chicken breast fillet) under red light 
(to mask any potential colour differences) presented to a taste panel.  A tablet computer is used to show the 

question and automatically process the data collected from the panel.  Courtesy of Compusense.

Below is an example of how quality control sensory monitoring can be used 
to evaluate production in a commercial meat processing line. This example 
demonstrates how a computerized sensory analysis system can provide real time 
results and allow a supervisor to quickly check for problems. A quality control 
panel is trained and calibrated in the sensory evaluation of key attributes of cooked 
chicken breast meat (e.g., chicken white meat flavour, roasted/grilled flavour, 
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tenderness, juiciness, and the number of chews before swallowing) for which ideal 
ranges have been established using consumer research. The panel is trained using 
computerized feedback to ensure that each member will evaluate attributes the 
same way. During the actual evaluation, boneless skinless chicken breast meat 
from the production line is sampled (on different production days) and evaluated 
by ten assessors using a standardized protocol. The chicken breast meat is water 
cooked to an internal temperature of 72°C, then cooled to room temperature and 
cut into portions for evaluation. All samples are identified using three digit blinding 
codes to minimize bias. The samples are served under red light (Fig. 16.4.1.1) to 
reduce colour bias, since colour is not a key parameter in this case (but can result 
in bias by the panel).

The sensory attributes of the sample are scored using a computerized ballot 
displayed on a computer tablet (Fig. 16.4.1.2). Results are collected, statistically 
analyzed (Fig. 16.4.1.3), and a pass/fail decision is reported automatically and 
immediately.
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Figure 16.4.1.3  Statistical analysis of the results obtained from the test.  Analysis can be 

generated automatically after the last panelist completed the test. 
 

Figure 16.4.1.2  A questionnaire consisting of unstructured line scales (see additional description in text) 
presented to the panel for the evaluation of the food samples presented in the previous figure.

Courtesy of Compusense.
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Figure 16.4.1.3  Screen shot of the statistical analysis results obtained from the test.
Analysis can be generated automatically after the last panelist completed the test.
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Data can be accumulated over any period of time and can be displayed graphically 
to reveal trends or potential emerging problems in the production or supply 
chain (Fig. 16.4.1.4). Because calibrated values are collected, it is easy to draw 
quantitative conclusions about the quality parameters. Automation of this process 
delivers reliable results quickly and efficiently and makes the process of training 
proficient quality control assessors routine. 
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Figure 16.4.2.1  Sensory descriptive profile of texture attributes of broiler breast samples 

deboned at postmortem times of 2, 6 and 24 hr.  Each ray, originating at the 
center polygon (0 point) and extending out to the attribute label, represents the 
0 to 15 linear response scale, truncated to 10 points.  Each ray is labeled with 
the attribute abbreviation and phase of evaluation.  Mean values (n = 66) for 
each attribute for a PM treatment are connected to depict the sensory texture 
profile.  Ray labels: Phase I - wetness and springiness were evaluated during 
the initial compression with molars; Phase II - incohesive (initial 
cohesiveness), inhard (initial hardness), injuiciness (initial juiciness), and 
rbkdown (rate of breakdown) were evaluated during the initial compression 
with molar teeth; Phase III - hard 2 (hardness after 15 chews), chewiness, 
cohesmass (cohesiveness of mass), partsize (particle size/shape), fibrous, 
persmoisture (persistence of moisture release), saliva, boluswet (bolus 
wetness) and bolus-size were evaluated after 15-25 chews; and Phase IV - 
swallow, residpart (residual particles), toothpack and mouthcoat were 
evaluated at the point of swallowing [- - - 2 hr; -  -  - 6 hr; ---- 24 hr].  
From Lyon and Lyon (1997).  With permission. 

 

Figure 16.4.1.4  Sensory quality of boneless-skinless chicken breast meat.  Five key attributes rated by a 
trained quality panel over 16 production days.  Courtesy of Compusense.

The information provided in the AMSA (2015) Guideline for Cookery of Meat 
includes recommendations for collecting and preparing appropriate samples for 
sensory and/or tenderness evaluation for fresh beef, pork, lamb steaks/chops, 
roasts, and ground patties. It also can be applicable to certain enhanced, cured, 
or comminuted products. Additional topics covered include product handling, 
cookery methods, sensory panel methods, instrumental approaches to measuring 
meat tenderness, and a data analyses overview. The revised reference list provides 
material from the ASTM (formerly American Society for Testing and Materials) 
Committee E-18, the Society of Sensory Professionals, and the Institute of Food 
Technologists related to more publications and annual workshops on sensory 
evaluation.
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16.4.2 Descriptive/Profiling Analysis
 
Descriptive analysis is used to quantify the perceived intensity of a product’s 
sensory characteristics. After screening for sensory acuity and motivation, panelists 
are selected and trained by the people performing the analyses (Lawless and 
Heymann, 2010). This method provides the most sophisticated tool in the arsenal 
of the sensory scientist. From panelists, researchers can obtain complete sensory 
descriptions of a product, help underline flavours or a specific ingredient, process 
variables, and determine which sensory attributes are important to acceptance. 
Overall, there are several different descriptive analysis methods, which generally 
reflect different sensory philosophies and approaches. Depending on the specific 
technique used, the description can be quantitative or qualitative, as well as fairly 
objective. Descriptive analysis is used when a detailed specification of the sensory 
attributes of a single product or a comparison among several products is important. 
Descriptive analysis can indicate exactly how, in the sensory dimension, one 
product is different from the other (e.g., your product versus a competitor’s). 
These methods are also used in product development to assess how close a new 
entry is to the target or to assess the suitability of a prototype. One of the most 
important aspects of descriptive analysis is the language used. During the training 
phase, there is a major effort to teach/train the panelists to use specific language. 
Alternatively, panelists can construct their own scientific language for the product 
category of interest. 

The first method that used the descriptive concept was the Flavour Profile 
introduced by the A.D. Little Consulting group in the 1940s. They needed a tool 
to analyze unpleasant off flavours in nutritional capsules and therefore had to train 
panelists extensively to characterize all the flavour notes and their intensities. This 
was an important step in sensory science development as it relied on feedback 
from several expert judges and provided a means to characterize individual 
attributes (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). In the 1960s, General Foods developed 
and refined the test to quantify food texture. The method is referred to as Texture 
Profile Analysis or TPA (Szczesniak et al., 1975) and was already mentioned at 
the beginning of this chapter. Overall, the sensory characteristics have parallels 
to the physical characteristics of food (e.g., perceived hardness is related to the 
physical force required to break the sample). 
 
Lyon (1987) developed terms to profile the flavour and aroma of fresh and 
reheated chicken meat. Initially, panelists developed a free word association list 
of 45 descriptive terms that included words such as meaty, chickeny, gamey, 
roasted, boiled, toasted, bouillon-like, brothy, liver-organy, earthy, greasy, cooked 
vegetable, moldy, nutty, cardboardy, stale, reheated, fatty, oxidized, fishy, metallic, 
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astringent, and chemical. Afterwards, all panelists evaluated chicken patties (50% 
light, 50% dark meat) that were freshly cooked and reheated patties that had 
been stored for 1, 3 and 5 days. The terms were used to obtain intensity data and 
frequency of use for statistical analyses. The initial list was later reduced to 31 terms 
and factor analysis was used to group the terms together according to the newly 
created factors. It was found that eight factors could explain 77% of the variation 
in the data. Terms were further reduced after discussion with the panelists while 
applying further factor analyses. In addition, the redundant terms were eliminated 
by variable cluster analysis and step wise discriminate analysis. This resulted in 12 
terms: chicken, meaty, brothy, liver/organy, browned, burned, cardboardy/musty, 
warmed over, rancid/painty, sweet, bitter, and metallic. This illustrates the many 
challenges in developing an appropriate sensory flavour questionnaire.   
 
Quantitative Descriptive Analysis (QDA) was developed in the early 1970s 
(Stone and Sidel, 2004). In contrast to Flavour Profile Analysis, the data are 
not generated through consensus discussions and panel leaders are not active 
participants. QDA integrates concepts from traditional behavioural research with 
experimental designs and statistical procedures (e.g., analysis of variance). Lyon 
and Lyon (1993) developed an attribute profile to study the effect of deboning time 
on samples cooked in water or on a belt-grill oven (Table 16.4.2.1). Their factor 
analysis showed that two primary categories of sensory attributes explained about 
84% of the variation. The first, factor I, consisted of the mechanical geometric 
characteristics (i.e., hardness, chewiness, fibrousness, and particle size and shape), 
explained 64% of the variation, and separated the treatments based on deboning 
time. The second, factor II, explained 20% of the variation that was related to 
moisture characteristics and discriminated the samples based on the cooking 
method used (water, grill). Later, Lyon and Lyon (1997) used the same profile to 
investigate the relationship between sensory descriptive profile and shear values 
of chicken breast meat deboned 2, 6 and 24 hr post mortem and summarized 
the results as a cobweb presentation (Fig. 16.4.2.1). Sensory descriptive texture 
attributes were separated by variable cluster analysis into five groups representing 
mechanical, moisture, chewdown, saliva, and residual characteristics. The authors 
reported differences in texture between the different deboning times of the chicken 
breast fillets. The mechanical characteristics in cluster I, excluding breakdown, 
were highly related to shear force values measured by the Warner-Bratzler and 
Allo-Kramer shear tests. The overall conclusion was that meat texture is highly 
complex and instrumental methods can only provide one dimension of texture 
(i.e., the one involved in mechanical breakdown in this case). Sensory perception 
of texture involves aspects that, as of yet, cannot be directly related to instrumental 
methods. Lawless and Heymann (2010) discussed this in greater detail and said 
that, “in many cases instruments lack the sensitivity of human sensory systems – 
smell is a good example”.
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Table 16.4.2.1  Attributes, definitions and terms used to anchor scales developed for the texture profile of 
broiler breast meat deboned at 2 and 24 hrs post mortem and cooked either in water or grilled.

Adapted from Lyon and Lyon (1993).

Attribute Definition Anchor terms
Wetness Degree of moisture on surface Dry to wet
Springiness Degree that sample returns to original shape after 

partial compression
Low to high

Initial cohesiveness Deformation before rupture Low to high
Hardness I Force required to bit through to rupture the sample Low to high
Initial juiciness Amount of moisture in the meat Low, dry to 

high, wet
Rate of breakdown Rate that sample mass breaks down to individual 

components
Slow to fast

Hardness II Force necessary to continue biting through sample Low to high
Chewiness Amount of WORK to chew sample (Hardness x 

Cohesiveness x Chewiness)
Low to high

Persistence of moisture 
release

Degree that moisture release persists or continues 
during chewing

Low to high

Cohesiveness of mass How sample holds together during chewing (LOW 
= fibers break easily, wad dissipates to HIGH = wad 
grows in size, resists breakdown)

Low to high

Saliva produced Amount of saliva produced in the mouth during 
sample manipulation to mix with sample to ready it 
for swallowing

None to much

Particle size and shape Description of size-shape of particles as sample 
breakdown continues on chewing

Fine, small to 
coarse, large

Fibrousness Degree of fibrousness or stringiness None to very 
much

Chew count NUMBER of chews to get sample ready to swallow Small to large
Bolus size Size of wad at point of swallowing Dry to wet
Bolus wetness Amount of or feel of moisture in wad at the point 

ready for swallowing
Easy to hard

Ease of swallow EASY to HARD None to many
Residual loose particles Amount of loose particles left in mouth after 

swallowing
None to much

Toothpack Amount of sample packed in or around teeth Low to high
Mouthcoating Amount of moisture-fat coating the oral cavity after 

swallowing
Low to high
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Overall, the descriptive methods are very useful in examining individual 
components contributing to flavour, texture, etc. However, it is very important 
to include a precise description of the terms used for evaluation to allow other 
researchers to compare results.

 
 53 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16.4.2.1  Sensory descriptive profile of texture attributes of broiler breast samples deboned at 
postmortem times of 2, 6 and 24 hr.  Each ray, originating at the center polygon (0 point) and extend-
ing out to the attribute label, represents the 0 to 15 linear response scale, truncated to  10 points. Each
ray is labeled with the attribute abbreviation and phase of evaluation. Mean values (n = 66) for each 
attribute for a PM treatment are connected to depict the sensory texture profile. Ray labels: Phase
I - wetness and springiness were evaluated during the initial compression with molars; Phase II - 

incohesive (initial cohesiveness), inhard (initial hardness), injuiciness (initial juiciness), and
rbkdown (rate of breakdown) were evaluated during the initial compression with molar
teeth; Phase III - hard 2 (hardness after 15 chews), chewiness, cohesmass (cohesiveness
of mass), partsize (particle size/shape), fibrous, persmoisture (persistence of moisture
release), saliva, boluswet (bolus wetness) and bolus-size were evaluated after 15-25
chews; and Phase IV - swallow, residpart (residual particles), toothpack and mouth-

coat were evaluated at the point of swallowing [- - - 2 hr; -  -  - 6 hr; ---- 24 hr].
From Lyon and Lyon (1997).  With permission.
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16.4.3 Difference Tests 
 
Difference tests are easier to conduct than descriptive analysis. In this type of test, 
the panelist is presented with samples and asked to identify the odd sample, match 
the sample to a reference, or classify the samples into two groups (Nute, 1999; 
Stone and Sidel, 2004). Careful thought is required in their execution as panelists 
may regard the idea of selecting the odd sample as a game of chance. Therefore, 
any differences, except the one studied, should be eliminated (e.g., if flavour is 
evaluated, colour and appearance must be uniform). The most common difference 
tests include the (a) triangle, (b) paired comparison, (c) duo trio, and (d) the two 
out of five test.  

a.  Triangle test – was initially used in the 1940s by Carlsberg breweries for two 
beers from one batch and one from another. The panelists were asked to identify 
the odd sample and their ability to discriminate differences was used to screen for 
judges for beer evaluation. In the test, three samples are presented simultaneously 
and there are six possible order combinations (112, 121, 122, 211, 212, 221). It is 
important to randomize the sample sets so the statistical analyses are valid. The 
probability of a panelist selecting the correct odd sample by chance is 33%. To 
analyze the test results, the number of correct replies is compared to a reference 
probability table to determine if the numbers are significantly different. 
 
An example of evaluating meat products has been provided by Dickens et al. 
(1994), who looked at the sensory effect of using an acetic acid (vinegar) dip to 
reduce microbial counts on poultry meat. The authors used three replications of 40 
carcasses each (20 control and 20 dipped in acid). The samples were either cooked 
in water, a bag, or an oven. The panelists were oriented to the test objectives and 
the computerized system used for data entry. There were three sessions (one 
for each replication) for each cooking method (i.e., six sensory testing) with ten 
panelists. The results revealed no significant effect of the acetic acid (vinegar) or 
the cooking method. In this example, the total number of responses by cooking 
method and replication was 20. For a significant difference (P < 0.05), thirteen 
correct responses out of 20 were needed; none of the replications met this criterion.

b.  Paired comparison – two samples are served and panelists are asked to choose 
the sample with the stronger or more intense attribute. The differences may be 
directional or non-directional. Directional tests are one-sided, meaning that they 
are tailed tests with a question such as: which sample is tougher? more juicy? 
more salty? A non-directional test is a two-tailed test that indicates the panelist’s 
preference, asking which sample he/she prefers. 
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As an example, the test was used to study the effect of lactic acid as a broiler meat 
decontaminant on sensory quality (Van der Marel et al., 1989). Broiler leg meat 
was used as a control and treated samples were dipped in 1% lactic acid for 15 s. 
Products were grilled for 30 min and divided into 48 thigh and drumstick portions, 
each. Twelve trained panelists received four pairs of covered, hot samples and 
were asked to indicate preference and provide the reason. Each panelist evaluated 
one pair of drumsticks and one pair of thigh meat in each of two sessions. 
Panelists’ preferences for the control showed that one preferred the control four 
times, five three times, three twice, two once and one never. This distribution does 
not differ from that expected by chance alone. The reasons (and their frequency) 
for preferring the treated samples were stronger taste (nine times), metallic taste 
(twice), fatty taste (once) and fishy (once). For the untreated samples the reasons 
were stronger taste (11 times), fatty taste (once) and fishy (once). Overall, the 
treated samples were preferred 22 times and the controls 26 times. This meant no 
significant difference between the treated and control samples as a minimum of 
32 choices in one category were required for a significant difference (P < 0.05). 
 
c.  Duo-trio test – asks the panelist to match a reference sample to a test sample. 
This test is an intermediate between the triangle and paired comparison test and is 
statistically more powerful than the triangle test. Special tables, interpreted in the 
context of the number of panelists, are used to determine the number of correct 
samples required to show a significant difference. An example for poultry meat 
is the study of a standard method for the duo-trio test published by the British 
Standards Institute (BSI, 1992) and the American Society of Testing Materials 
(ASTM, 1992). Janky and Salman (1986) used the test to evaluate the effect of 
water versus brine chilling. After chilling, the products were battered, breaded, 
deep fat fried, and bite-size samples were assessed by 25 panelists. Training 
involved selection of panelists who were sensitive to texture variations and also 
experienced in assessing chicken meat. In at least half of the taste panels, held with 
light or dark meat which was obtained from either water-chilled or brined-chilled 
carcasses, panelists were able to distinguish a significant tenderness difference 
between the two chilling treatments. The results paralleled those observed for 
instrumental shear force tenderness. 
     
d.  Two out of five test – panelists get five samples and are asked to sort them into 
two groups. The groups contain either two of sample A and three of sample B, or 
three of sample A and two of sample B. Overall, there are 20 different possible 
order combinations for this test. Statistically, it is more powerful than the paired 
comparison test (i.e., chance of correctly guessing the answer is 50%) and the 
triangle test (33% chance). However, a disadvantage might be sensory fatigue. 
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Overall, the panelists have to make a number of repeat evaluations that could be 
extremely fatiguing when they have to taste and smell the samples numerous 
times. 
 
16.4.4 Affective Testing 

Affective tests quantify the degree to which a product is liked or disliked. A 
historic landmark in this class of tests was the hedonic scale developed at the U.S. 
Army Food Container Institute in the 1940s (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). The 
balanced, nine point scale had a central, neutral category and attempted to produce 
scale point labels with adverbs representing psychologically equal steps in hedonic 
tone: like extremely, like very much, like moderately, like slightly, neither like nor 
dislike, dislike slightly, dislike moderately, dislike very much, dislike extremely. 
Panelists can be screened for the products to be tasted or can be consumers who 
are regular users of the product (usually 75-150 consumers). The development 
of the nine point hedonic scale serves as a good example of the benefits that can 
be realized by the cooperation of food scientists and experimental psychologists. 
It is through the process of numerification that sensory evaluation becomes a 
quantitative science that is subject to statistical analysis, modeling, prediction, and 
hard theory. In these tests, the numbers can be assigned by a panelist in a variety 
of ways: categorization, ranking, or in ways that attempt to reflect the intensity 
of sensory attributes. Currently, the most common methods include (a) category 
scales, (b) line scales, and (c) magnitude estimation (see description below).  
 
These methods differ along two dimensions. The first dimension is the degree 
of freedom provided to the panelist. An open-ended scale allows the freedom to 
choose any numeric response that seems appropriate. However, such responses 
are difficult to calibrate across panelists. Simple category ratings are usually easier 
to assign with fixed intensity anchors or reference standards. Later, this facilitates 
calibration of panelists, data coding, and analysis. The second dimension is the 
degree of differentiation allowed to the panelists. Panelists can be given the 
freedom to use as many intermediate points along the scale as necessary, or be 
limited to discrete options (5 – 10 boxes are provided). Usually, there appears to be 
a rule of diminishing returns to the number of allowable scale points. A category 
scale of nine or more points behaves much like the more finely graded methods 
of magnitude estimation and line scaling, at least when product differences are 
not large (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). Overall, the affective tests are relatively 
easy to use and can usually cover a number of attributes (e.g., texture, flavour) and 
samples in a single session.
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a.  Category scales – one of the oldest scaling methods. They involve the choice of 
discrete response alternatives to signify increasing/decreasing sensation intensity 
or degree of preference. The number of alternative responses is usually between 5 
and 15, depending on the application and number of graduations that the panelists 
can perceptually distinguish in the products. Usually, as panel training increases, 
perceptual discrimination of intensity improves.
 
Berge et al. (1997) used the test to evaluate differences in emu muscle (M. 
iliotibialis cranialis) from different age groups (10, 14, 17 and > 20 months old) on 
tenderness, juiciness, and flavour. Twelve trained panelists were served plates of 
three meat samples arranged at random and given a 10-point scale (zero indicating 
lowest intensity and 10 indicating highest intensity). The authors found tenderness 
significantly decreased with age, but juiciness and flavour were not affected.  

b.  Line scales – are also referred to as graphic rating scales and visual analog 
scales. The panelists are asked to make a mark on a line that indicates the intensity 
or amount of some sensory characteristic (see Fig. 16.4.1.2). Anchors may be used 
to help avoid end-effects associated with the reluctance of panelists to use the ends 
of the scale. Other intermediate points may also be labeled. In some cases, a central 
reference point representing the value of a standard or baseline product is marked 
on the scale and test products are scaled relative to the reference. Line scales have 
become fairly popular since the advent of digitizing equipment and the widespread 
application of on-line computerized data entry programs (see introduction to this 
section). 

As an example, Oltrogge and Prusa (1987) examined the effect of microwave 
power settings on the eating quality of chicken meat (meatiness, tenderness, 
juiciness, chicken flavour). Each line scale was a 15 cm unstructured horizontal 
line. Samples of chicken breast were cooked to an internal temperature of 82°C at 
40, 60, 80 or 100% power in a 600 W microwave oven. The authors reported that 
cooking at 60% power resulted in the most tender samples (also correlated with 
instrumental texture evaluation), but there were no significant differences in the 
other three attributes investigated.  
 
Caron et al. (1990) used the same test in three lines of Japanese quails. They 
employed a 15 cm line scale with anchor points at 1.5 cm from each end and 
looked at selection response to body weight and carcass composition after 18 
generations. They reported a significant line effect for tenderness and juiciness but 
not flavour. 
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c.  Magnitude estimation – used for unrestricted application of numbers to 
represent sensation ratios. The panelist is allowed to use any positive number and 
is instructed to assign values so that the ratios between them reflect the ratios of 
sensation magnitudes experienced. For example, if an oven roasted turkey breast 
is given a value of 8 for saltiness intensity, and the next sample tastes twice as salty, 
it will be given a magnitude estimate of 16. Unlike the category and line marking 
scales, the test does not depend on the visual appearance of the ballot. Rather, the 
critical points in applying the method are the instructions given to the panelist and 
the data analysis techniques. Overall, there are two variations of the test. The first 
employs a standard stimulus that is given to the panelist as a reference or anchor 
point and it is usually assigned a fixed numeric value. The second provides no 
standard and the panelist is free to assign any number to the first sample, to which 
all following samples are compared. Below is an example of the instructions for 
such a test.

“Please taste the first sample and note its hardness. This is a 
reference sample that is assigned the value of -10-. Please rate 
all other samples relative to this reference, applying numbers 
to the samples to represent the ratio of hardness intensity among 
samples. For example, if the next sample were twice as hard, you 
would assign it a value of -20-. You may use any positive number 
including fractions and decimals”.

In summary, texture and sensory analyses are extensively used by both industry 
and academia to formulate new products, reformulate existing products (with 
new/different ingredients), check interactions between different components, and 
evaluate preparation methods (deboning, chilling, cooking). Using the right test 
under the appropriate conditions is very important in getting accurate results.
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